Minutes of Energy from Waste Stakeholder Group Meeting
Date
Location

08.12.2015
Committee room 5, Town House

Chairperson Pete Lawrence (PL)
Minutes
Hannah Lynch (HL)
Attendees
Pam Walker (PW), Linda Ovens (LO), Andrew Giblin (AG), Cllr Alan Donnelly (AD), David Fryer
(DF), Gregor McAbery (GA), Cllr James Kiddie (JK), Joanna Mackie (JM), Prof Rob Jackson (RJ),
Ray Grant (RG), Simon McClean (SM)
Apologies
Fiona Birkinshaw, George Smith, Hazel Stevenson, Kevin Christie, Lynn Smith

Item 1

Action

Responsible

Identify a suitable
chairperson for future
meetings

All members of
stakeholder group

Introduction and membership of stakeholder group
 PL explained the purpose of the stakeholders group to the new
members. JK felt this was a useful forum for passing back information to
the Torry community and would listen to contributions and be more
informed.
 DF wanted it clear that Torry CC was invited to the group and has
considerable opposition. They don’t accept the site is suitable as
community feels it’s wrong to locate it beside them

Item 2

Appointment of chairperson/ other office bearers
 AD felt it might be difficult to find a neutral chair and feels it should be
PL as extensive knowledge and experience in waste and no one has this
type of background.
 PL thanked AD but feels it must be someone without a vested interest.
He is happy to contribute with knowledge and understanding to steer
the group. Will look to identify a chair before next meeting and open to
suggestions by the group. This person is to act as a facilitator for group
 PL explained about the range of invitations so far and is interested to
hear if others should be in the group. Apologies from SEPA being unable
to attend but they will attend future meetings. Their role will be to
provide information on regulation and technology and not to form an
opinion on the facility as they are also a statutory consultee in the
planning application.

Item 3

Stakeholder group objectives and terms of reference

 PL asked the members to refer to the ‘terms of reference’ document
(Handout 1) and asked the group to provide either himself, PW or HL
with feedback before the next meeting (e-mail to
wastestrategy@aberdeencity.gov.uk)
 RJ felt it was important as a group to view the development in terms of
the what (not perceived as incinerator but energy from waste, a need to
generate heat and energy), why (legislation), when (dates identified on
the project timeline), How (ownership and operation by Aberdeen City
Council and partner authorities), Who (don’t know) and Where, which
should be set aside for the moment.
 RJ went on to explain his previous role in the working with Scottish
Water and the Torry community on the sewage plant in Nigg and the
major problems of odour with it.
 RJ noted that unlike the sewage plant, the council are not building this
for profit and is a different model to the sewage plant. He reiterated he
will provide an independent overview of project and feels the above
issues need to be examined in the next 2 years through looking at the
framework and technology.
 SM felt the process of acquiring land was not the best use of value as
council purchased site and what if the EfW is not approved
 PL replied that the site was identified in the Local Development Plan
(LDP) as an appropriate site. Purchase of site not driven by EfW as can
be used for other industrial uses by the council if it is not used for this
project. SM asked about the business plan as wants to see how decision
made. PL said he would provide links to those for the group.
 JK felt SEPA and EH should be present at every meeting for the
regulatory aspect.
 JM is keen to identify what the fuel savings will be in monetary terms
for the local community so she can provide a figure when asked. She
feels it brings massive potential benefits. Also good to lay out the
positives and negatives to the community. PL said there should be
some information available from Aberdeen Heat and Power that might
assist.
 JM also asked if other community groups could attend the Stakeholder
Group.
 AD noted that council can no longer afford the landfill taxes so
something needs to be done
 AG mentioned what will happen with future spending requirements as
needs to generate form of value and need to generate capital to
maintain the facility e.g. repairs. Important that capital invested and
good management plus retaining ownership as last thing we want is to
fail households with poor management/ upkeep.
 DF had a few points to mention.
-Firstly that there will be savings if sold to the national grid.
-He queried why Aberdeenshire/ Moray were not in group
-What about air quality issues in Torry. Extra lorries having impact on
infrastructure

Feedback on terms of
reference document to HL,
PL or PW

Links on Committee reports
on EfW to be made available
to stakeholder’s group
SEPA/EH to be in
attendance at each meeting
and Regulatory approach to
be a key item at future
meeting
Approach AHP for example
costs
Identify other community
groups

All members of
stakeholder group

HL to invite

PL

JM/PW

 PL said he would extend an invite to Moray and Aberdeenshire Councils
too
 PL said there was be a series of documents over the 4-5 years e.g. waste
strategy, options appraisal, outline business case for EfW (2013) that
was reviewed this year. This information made available in committee
minutes/ reports and links to these can be provided to group.

Aberdeenshire and Moray
Councils to be invited to
future meetings

PW to invite

Links to reports to be
provided to Group

PL

Item 4

Programme and key milestone dates
 PL referred to the handout showing the ‘Project Timeline’ (see
handout 2) and discussed each stage of it to the members.












Item 5

PL was keen for the group to review the responses given at
both the exhibitions and online. Over 100 people attended over
the two days and there were 45 written responses and 10
received online. A report on these shall be shared at the next
meeting.

Consultation report be
brought to next meeting

PW/PL

PL asked if group interested in visiting another EfW as a visit
could be arranged in the UK or in Europe. He also added the
group would benefit from SEPA explaining how a PPC works for
regulating the facility. JK replied he is not available in January
but would like to go. DF suggested the group to see sites that
have issues.

Investigate Options for visit
to Lerwick District Heating
and EfW Plant in
England/Wales

HL/PW

Invite previous members of
group to speak at meeting

PL/ HL

Circulate communications
plan prior to next meeting
to discuss

HL

JK felt we should be visiting facilities in UK and avoid travel
outwith UK. PL explained there are comparable facilities in
England e.g. Lincoln but many not connected to a DHS and he
felt the best CHP plants are in Scandinavia
RG mentioned the Shetland EfW and many locals signed up to
the DHS. PL replied it’s a good example for that but much
smaller.
JM asked if the site visit would be open to others outwith the
group as the more we can advise people in the community. PL
mentioned a previous trip to Stavanger to see a CHP plant that
was successful and included people outwith the council. It was
felt by members it would be beneficial if they could come along
to a meeting to share their experience with the group.
PL added on a different note as part of the sale of the site for
the facility, the current owners SGN must decontaminate the
site in 2016.

Communications plan
PL spoke about the communications plan which has been drafted by the 3
authorities was not ready for reviewing at the meeting however it will be
distributed to stakeholder members prior to next meeting.

Item 6

Consultation and community engagement
PL would appreciate any feedback on this and what ways it can be
expanded.

Item 7

Environmental Impact Assessment
 LO explained the process of an EIA to the group starting with a risk
assessment of the potential impacts from the project and mitigation
measures which leads to the Environmental statement whereby aspects
such as traffic, noise, air pollution, ecology are assessed.
 Currently baseline studies are being carried out by them on noise
surveys, traffic counts and air quality assessments in the vicinity. Also a
process of compiling the potential effects of additional developments in
the area e.g. harbour development, new academy at Cove
 Also looking at visual impact of EfW on the area and designs/ site layout
will be submitted at the end of the year as part of the application
 PL added that the Council are working with a design team to ensure it is
of high quality design and is striking. Couple of mock designs shown at
exhibitions and public preference so far is for a curved design rather
than a rectangular one.
 JK brought up issue of transport in the south of the city being
inadequate for amount of traffic and mentioned Wellington Road being
the most polluted street in the UK and added it’s a matter of local
concern. He mentioned that when he asked how many extra lorries will
be added by waste from Moray and Aberdeenshire, he wasn’t given an
answer and the community want to know that.
 LO answered that half the refuse lorries already go next door (to East
Tullos Depot) and that the AWP will remove lorries going through city as
will enter city at Cove junction. This will be detailed in the EIA
 RJ added that impact of construction traffic to be considered too
 PL mentioned that new developments such as the harbour development
will have to take into account what has already been decided
 AD stated that there needs to be improvements to roads
 SM mentioned the future plan of a train halt in area that could
transport waste- had this been considered? LO said it was being
considered
 JM asked if dates for the public exhibitions in January have been
decided and PL replied no
 JK felt an excellent point had been raised on infrastructure as he felt it
wasn’t previously joined up thinking and the infrastructure considered
after the development in place. Given scale of EfW development, he felt
the infrastructure needs to be in place before development.
 PL responded that the impacts need to be identified and quantified first
then look at the measures that are needed
 DF added that the community councils in the area are concerned about
infrastructure and that traffic assessments in applications show no
impact on traffic but there is. Making a case for putting a brake of
developments before infrastructure sorted out.
 RG said that Aberdeen is constricted by its footprint and the whole city
is affected by traffic as north of the city is no better and we need to deal

Traffic Impact to be prime
topic for a future meeting

PL

with it.
 AG felt it’s logical to look at the problems then the solutions and traffic
is a problem but we need the facts before knowing the outcome.
 AG said he had read through the documents and wondered if they can
be presented in clear terms.
 PL said he would take into account the known issues in the planning
application

Item 8

Planning application
Referencing the project timeline, PL explained the Council is looking to
submit the planning application at the end of January/ start of February.
The planning application will likely take around 6-8 months to be
determined and comments will be formally sought as part of the
application.

Item 9

AOB
PL asked stakeholder members if they had any points they wished to bring
up:
 RG said he was unable to make any of the previous presentations and
remains open minded about the project.
 DF is here representing the best interests of the community of Torry
and to voice any concerns
 SM said there is concern by community council that appearance at the
stakeholder’s meeting looked like it was agreeing with the project which
it does not
 JM asked if concept of community trust could be established on the
energy/ electricity side. PL replied that would be something that could
be explored to see if it is a viable option
 AG felt engagement is crucial and more agreement leads to better
results. More engagement with local businesses to coordinate activities
e.g. times of vehicle activity.
 RJ felt strongly that it’s beneficial for the stakeholder group to carry on
after the EfW development is built e.g. looking at monitoring results
from SEPA
 GA queried why the consultation was in February
 PL said that there were limited locations for previous exhibitions and is
interested to hear if anyone has any suggestions. LO said feedback
showed St Fittick’s was popular location

Item 10

Date of next meeting
20th January at 4pm in Committee Room 5, Town House

Investigate options for
Community Trust

PL

Suggestions for locations for
public consultation events

All members of
stakeholder group

